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Summary

The present paper deals with the following subjects:

l.a) Computation of deflections of the vertical, and of gravity

reductions, from visible masses.

Deflections are determined on an electronic computer on the basis of a

rectangular grid system for the topographic masses and using the theory

of isostasy according to the model of Pratt-Hayford. Computed deflections

have an accuracy of ±073 (sexag.) mean square error, plus systematic

errors, which are eliminated to a great extent through interpolation.

b) Investigations regarding completeness of isostatic compensation and

depth of compensation in Switzerland

2.a) Interpolation of deflections of the vertical, computed from visible

masses, into astro-geodetic deflections.

b) Determination of cogeoid and geoid surfaces in Switzerland, parti¬

cularly in the Swiss Alps.

The method used to solve both problems consists in the deter¬

mination of a level surface from given components of surface normals.

Interpolation functions for deflection components are obtained by partial

differentiation of the level surface functions. Two dimensional ordinary,

orthogonal (Tchebychev) and trigonometric polynomials are used to

approximate the level surface. The unknown parameters of the functions

are determined by least squares adjustment. Both problems are solved by

the same computer program.

The geoid surface is determined from observed deflections of the

vertical, reduced to the geoid (taking visible masses into account)

whereas reduced deflections (observed minus topographic-isostatic

leflections) serve to determine a cogeoid surface function which, after

lifferentiation, delivers interpolation functions for reduced

leflections. In any given point, a deflection of the vertical relative

:o the reference ellipsoid considered, is obtained by the sum:

Topographic-isostatic deflection plus interpolated reduced

ieflection.

'he following accuracy is obtained in Switzerland:

Interpolated deflections: Total mean square errors from ±0735 in best

cases to ±1V5 for regions up to 200 kilometers in extent.

Cogeoid elevations above the reference ellipsoid: ±5cm.
Geoid elevations: ±10cm.


